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“One of the grandest projects in the entire country is Mt. Beautiful.”
Mt. Beautiful

Pinot Noir 2017
North Canterbury, New Zealand
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Cameron Douglas MS,
The Shout
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Raymond Chan,
Wine Reviews
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MaryAnn Worobiec
“Really nice bouquet of Pinot Noir with a complex toasty, nutty, oak
layers between aromas of red berries and a savoury mineral core.
Dry on the palate, packed with flavours of red berries, dark plum and
savoury oak spices - the complexity continues through the palate.
Abundant fine tannins and acidity to match. Youthful, fresh, firm
and tasty. A wine that will continue to age well for some time. Best
drinking 2021 through 2029.”

“Moderately deep red colour with ruby hues, lighter on the rim. The
nose is soft and somewhat restrained in expression, showing light
aromas of dark-red cherry and berry fruit along with delicate nuances
of fresh herbs, red florals and nutty oak. The aromatics build in depth
with aeration. Medium-bodied, the palate has medium-deep flavours
of red cherry and berry fruit along with subtle notes of fresh herbs,
some light, nutty oak, unfolding lifted red florals. The fruit forms a
soft-textured core with light, grainy tannins lending presence to the
mouthfeel, the acidity integrated and balanced. The wine carries softly
to a gentle finish of red fruits and florals. This is an elegantly fruited
Pinot Noir with red cherry and berry fruit with herbs, oak and floral
notes on a soft, grainy-textured palate. Serve with poultry and pork
over the next 4 years. Predominantly clones 667 and 777 with up to 11
other clones employed, the fruit hand-picked and fully destemmed,
and fermented to 13.0% alc., the wine aged 10 months in 20% new
French oak barrels.”

“Light, bright, fresh and supple pinot noir with raspberry, cherry,
blueberry, herb, spice and anise flavours supported by tangy acidity
and light, peppery tannins. An accessible wine with moderate
potential.”

Bronze Medal
Bob Campbell MW,
The Real Reviews

Beautiful wine comes from a beautiful place
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